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How I found my Internship

- Fashionista- A fashion website where they post 

fashion article and they also  post jobs and internship.

- https://fashionista.com/fashion-careers

- Jejune Magazine is a socially aware fashion, celebrity 

and art magazine. 

- The founder is Kira Bucca she’s a photographer and a 

national pole dancer. 

- There are 15 employees most of which are interns.  

https://fashionista.com/fashion-careers


The day I started my internship

- Blurb- A website where you can make books but 

know you can make magazines. 

- I was using the adobe indesign cc plug in where the 

magazine document is made for you. (8.5x11)

- She gave me the content of what I would be putting 

in the magazine. 

- She want to take the  digital version of all the issues 

and put them in print so that people will be able to 

buy them. 



A week within my Internship

- I am not a layout type of person so this was 

hard. 

- I had to make sure that all the information 

can fit on either one or two pages. 

- I had to start over two times 

- I had to make sure the pictures and the text 

can be seen at a reasonable size.

- I had to send her stuff and then move stuff 

around many time. 



The Last Week in my Internship 
- My internship is ending and guess what…….. I 

have to finish the layout for the magazine. 

- I have to make sure that when i finish the layout 

is perfect and up to her standing. 

- She will be sending me feedback when I finish 

so that I could make changes. 



What I have learned

- Doing a layout isn’t something that I want to do 

for the rest of my life. 

- I like being creative and i want to dress the 

people in the magazine

- I did strengthen my indesign skills a lot more. 

- Magazine usually do more digital work so this 

was new for me going from digital to print. 


